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Password reuse and other security issues have become a significant concern to both practitioners and scholars in recent years. 
These concerns threaten the confidentiality of the information in general and have prompted scholars and practitioners to 
search for a better way to solve the trade-off between password complexity and one’s ability to remember passwords. Along 
with previous studies regarding password security and related cognitive psychology theories, we propose a new method of 
password authentication—Matrix Passwords. By slightly modifying the manner in which traditional passwords are created, 
Matrix Passwords may significantly reduce the risk of reusing passwords and facilitate the ease of creating passwords that are 
easy to remember, yet hard to crack. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Many Internet services such as online social networks, E-mail, websites, and online banking require the users to set up a 
username and corresponding password. Most of these passwords required by websites are text-based. Although the security 
feature of the text-based password has been criticized (Holt 2011; Yan, Blackwell, Anderson and Grant 2004), it is still the 
most widely used and the most economical authentication method on the Internet (Shay, Komanduri, Kelley, Leon, Mazurek, 
Bauer, Christin and Cranor 2010).  
According to a study conducted by Gaw et al. (2006), college students, on average, have six Internet accounts, and the 
number of accounts for users tends to increase over time. However, humans have limited processing capability, and most 
people can only process 7 ± 2 unrelated numbers, without using memorability aids (Miller 1956). As the number of required 
passwords increases, they tend to be more difficult to recall, or sometimes even totally forgotten.  
In order to more easily access online accounts, users tend to be reuse their passwords for various services (Ives, Walsh and 
Schneider 2004). According to a recent study (Gaw et al. 2006), 20% of users reuse their passwords, and the number of the 
unique passwords does not increase as the number of accounts increase. In another study that compared user names and 
passwords collected from two compromised websites, over 50% of the cracked passwords were exactly the same, and some 
other passwords used by the same user name were only slightly different (Bonneau 2011). In a more recent study, (Shay et al. 
2010), 70% of the participants admitted reusing their passwords.  
Although passwords are used for securing information on the Internet, no one actually guarantees the security of the 
information. In addition, the security methods implemented by websites all depend on the decisions of service providers. 
Since most users tend to reuse their passwords across websites, if one of those websites is compromised, it is very possible 
that all other accounts using the same username and password will be compromised (Ives et al. 2004). Furthermore, Schneier 
(2011) suggests that by creating a Trojan website, an attacker can collect a single user’s login information in order to 
compromise multiple accounts. In order to make passwords more secure, many websites require their users to create more 
complicated passwords by complying with strict password rules. However, although these passwords are harder to remember, 
they are not necessarily more secure (Weir, Aggarwal, Collins and Stern 2010). Even with very strict password creation rules, 
the passwords still can be cracked by proper tools or methods. (Weir et al. 2010) 
Besides password security, password recall is another problem associated with multiple passwords. When users are managing 
multiple passwords, it is very likely that they will recall a password, but one that is associated with a different website. Or, in 
some cases, they may only recall part of the password, such as when the password the user intends to recall is very similar to 
other passwords which the user has (Zhang, Luo, Akkaladevi and Ziegelmayer 2009). These phenomena may be explained by 
Interference Theory from the perspective of cognitive psychology. One tends to forget because of interference of other 
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information with the recall of certain items (Underwood 1957). Although technical methods such as cookies and password 
managers can be used to store user passwords, these methods either make users more vulnerable or cannot be widely used 
due to technical limitations (Gawand Felten 2006). For users, creating multiple passwords may be as problematic as recalling 
them. No known study shows even with the help of technical methods to store multiple passwords, whether users will 
actually create different passwords for their online accounts. Consequently, it is not clear that implementing technical 
password store methods can reduce the password reuse rate.  
The purpose of this study is to identify the problems associated with passwords online and theoretically discuss the features 
of Matrix Password that may solve these problems. The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In the next section we 
describe the problems regarding password security on the Internet by reviewing the relevant literature. Then, based on the 
Level of Processing Effect, Matrix Passwords are proposed to solve the password problem.  This is followed by discussion of 
the benefits and limitations of Matrix Passwords. Suggestions for the future research are also provided.  
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FOUNDATION 
Password Security 
In addition to the username/password system, there are many other types of authentication methods, such as two-factor 
authentication, digital certificates, tokens, and biometric authentication. However, few of these methods are feasible for 
Internet accounts because they either cost too much or increase the complexity and reduce the reliability (Holt 2011). A good 
password is one that is easy to remember but hard to guess by attackers. Unfortunately, the importance of the users’ behavior 
is neglected. Users may tend to create the passwords that are vulnerable to dictionary attacks even when strong password 
restrictions are instilled. If organizations and websites attempt to use very strict password guidelines or use random 
passwords generated by the system, users generally have great difficulty recalling them (Keith, Shao and Steinbart 2009).  
Porter (1982) suggested passphrases as an effective way to create more secure passwords that are easy to remember.  This 
method has been approved by many recent scholars (Holt 2011; Keith et al. 2009; Yan et al. 2004). Yan et al. (2004)  
investigated the trade-off between ease of remembering and security against dictionary attack. In their study, 288 
undergraduate student participants were randomly assigned into three groups and asked to create a password for their school 
account. Four attack types (dictionary attack, permutation of words and numbers, user information, and brute-force) were 
performed against all passwords longer than six characters created by the participants. The results indicated that the 
“traditional passwords” created by the control group were significantly more vulnerable to attacks than passwords created by 
the random password group and passphrase group. However, a follow-up survey showed that the random password group 
was having more difficulty remembering their passwords than the other two groups, and some of the participants in the 
random group even carried written copies of their passwords.   
Despite the difficulties of memorization associated with strict password restrictions, how effective are those restrictions when 
the passwords are attacked by modern methods? A study conducted by Weir et al. (2010) probably was one of the largest 
password studies on password security to date. They evaluated the effectiveness of using NIST Sp800-63 as a measurement 
of the security provided by various password policies. User password datasets were collected from several different websites, 
and the largest dataset, the one obtained by an attacker from rockyou.com, contained over 32 million passwords. The authors 
attempted to attack the passwords in the datasets by current password cracking techniques such as John the Ripper and a 
commonly used password cracking dictionary Dic-0294. Although some users may pick easy to guess passwords, such as 
“Password!1”, which still comply with the password creation policies, adding randomness to the passwords or implementing 
implicit policy which can reject weak passwords may be an effective way of decreasing  password vulnerability.  
Password Reuse 
Gaw and Felten(2006) investigated how many passwords study participants have, and how often and why they reused their  
passwords. The study was part laboratory experiment and part survey. The authors first quantified the number of passwords 
and the reuse rate for each participant.  They then administered a detailed survey to investigate the reasons for password 
reuse, the perceived threats of attack, and the perceived strength of passwords. Results indicated that most of the participants 
had only a few unique passwords, and most of the participants tended to reuse a password only with slight modification. 
People tend to reuse passwords more often when they have more accounts. Even participants with relatively few accounts 
still reused their passwords. Furthermore, the results of the survey demonstrated that the most common reason for password 
reuse was that it is easier to remember, especially when you have several accounts.  
Shay et al.(2010) investigates the factors that make creating and following password policies difficult. A paper-based survey 
was given to 470 Carengie Mellon students, faculty, and staff who had changed their school account password according to 
the new password policy. The survey was designed to collect data on password handling, composition, storage and reuse, and 
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users’ attitude toward the new password policy. Over 80% of the users reported that they reused at least one password for 
different accounts; 281 out of 381 participants admit that they slightly modified the passwords for different accounts; 254 
participants said that they not only slightly modified the passwords for different accounts, but also reused a set of passwords. 
Unsurprisingly, most of the users found the stricter password policy annoying, but it was fairly easy to comply with the new 
password policy, and they felt that the new passwords were more secure. Even with the basic check for dictionary words, 
nearly 80% of the participants still used dictionary words and names as common strategies to create passwords, with special 
characters added to the beginning or end.  
 Bonneau (2011) recently examined the problem of password reuse by comparing the passwords associated with the same 
email addresses registered at both Gawker.com and rootkit.com. Both of the password datasets from Gawker.com and 
rootkit.com were obtained by hackers and then shared on the Internet. Bonneau found 456 users overlapped both websites. 
Among the overlapped users, 161 had their passwords cracked in both password datasets, and about 76% (122) of these users 
used the same password for both websites.   
Password and Information Sensitivity 
Gaw and Felten (2006) suggest that some users may avoid password reuse when websites contain financial data or personal 
communication, and users avoid reusing passwords when they believe that increased security is needed. Zviran and Haga 
(1999) investigated the possible association between data importance or sensitivity, and password characteristics. The data 
for their study were collected by questionnaires from computer users at a location of the Department of Defense. They found 
that the frequency of changing a password and the method used to select a password are associated with the sensitivity or 
importance of the data being protected. By interviewing the professionals in a certain organization, Adams et al.(1997) 
suggest that the users’ security behavior often depends on their perceptions of the information sensitivity. If users identify 
certain systems as more important than some other systems, they will carry out secure password practices. The interviewed 
users believed that confidential information about individuals, such as personal files and emails, was sensitive and worth 
protecting. Adams et al. also recommend that organizations should make explicit the level of sensitivity of different 
information in order to reduce the degree of arbitrary judgments made by users and increase the level of security.  
When users are asked to create a new password, they will be informed about the various kinds of requirement, also they 
might consider whether they can remember the new password or not. Creating a new password according complicated 
password rules and memorizing it will take certain amount of cognitive resources. And if too many different passwords are 
created, users might forget some of these passwords at a certain point. The problem was obvious; normally, the number of 
passwords that we need exceeds the number of passwords that we are able to remember. However, if we avoid this problem 
by reusing existing passwords, the chance of being compromised will be increased, which in turn will violate the original 
purpose of using passwords. In the current stage, implementing a more sophisticated authentication mechanism in the large 
scale will not be realistic. For service providers, the cost of a new authentication method should be considered, also the 
necessary technical support. An improved authentication mechanism based on the existing one might be a better choice. For 
users, the usability of a new authentication method should not be compromised by the increased security. Users are not likely 
to give up all the passwords they are using and switch to a more complicated authentication method. Therefore, we believe 
that a new password authentication method, which is cost-effective, user-friendly, and technically easy to implement, is 
needed. 
Matrix Passwords 
Password creation, based on creating and memorizing a set of unique symbols, is unlike most other activities that we conduct 
in our daily routines. This might attribute to the reasons why current research has mainly focused on the security perspectives 
of passwords, password recall and password reuse, but has neglected the actual password creation and recall process. 
Currently, there is very limited password research guided by theories based on cognitive psychology.  
After reviewing several cognitive psychology theories related to human memory, we conclude that the Levels of Processing 
Effect might be useful in explaining password recall behavior. First identified by Craik and Lockhart (1972), Levels of 
Processing suggests that memory traces can be described in terms of depth of processing. Shallow processing leads to a 
memory trace that might decay rapidly, while deep processing leads to a memory trace that might be more durable.  Stimuli 
can be important modifiers of the depth of the processing. According to studies in the field of cognitive psychology, semantic 
cues are one of the most effective stimuli for information recall. That may explain why passwords that contain names, dates, 
and other meaningful words are easier to recall. Also, auditory and visual stimuli such as sounds and images have proven to 
be effective when recalling. In addition, specificity of processing can increase the recall value. In other words, if information 
is recalled in the same manner in which it was input to memory, the chance of successful recall is greater. The manner in 
which passphrases increase successful recall may be a good example of how specificity of processing works. 
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According to the Levels of Processing effect, we can look at the effect of specificity of processing on password recall from a 
different perspective. One such perspective is the Matrix Password. Traditionally, when we enter a password we type the 
password in a horizontal line, no matter what kind of characters the passwords are composed of. With Matrix Passwords, the 
users can enter their passwords in a small matrix horizontally, diagonally, vertically, or any other way they like, even filling 
the passwords like crossword games.  For example, Figure 1 is a 4×4 matrix.  No matter how the user enters the password 
and what the password is, even if the user enters a password that only contains 4 characters in a diagonal line, this Matrix 
Password still contains 16 characters, including the blanks or additional system-assigned random characters whose positions 
are dependent upon the manner in which the password is entered.   With a Matrix Password, the passwords no longer need to 
follow a simple horizontal line.  Instead, they can follow a triangle, a circle, a square, or any other shape the users want. A 
meaningful word in the Matrix Password can be coded as a random set of characters in different sequences. For example, the 
password in Figure 2 is “I love milk”, but it can be coded as “l  Im  o   iv k le” (horizontally), “im k  oi   vl I  e” (vertically), 
or may other ways.             
 




                                                
                                     
Figure 1 
Security Features 
The advantages of the Matrix Password can be significant. According Weir et al. (2010), for passwords which contain more 
than 10 characters, less than 15% of the them can be cracked by the method used in their experiment within limited number 
of guesses; if the passwords contain uppercase characters, the rate of passwords cracked will fall to 6%; and if the passwords 
contain special characters, the rate will fall to slightly more than 3%. As we have demonstrated, a 4×4 simple Matrix 
Password can easily increase the length of the password up to 16 characters, and if combined with special characters or 
uppercase characters, we will expect that the rate of successfully cracking a 4×4 Matrix Password can be way less than 3%.  
The results of the research conducted by Weir et al. (2010) indicated that if a blacklist of 50,000 words is used by the 
password restriction, the rate of passwords cracked will fall to about 6% for the passwords which contain at least 7 characters. 
With Matrix Password, no matter how many dictionary words are used to create passwords, when the passwords are filled in 
the matrix by different ways, they can be coded as random characters which make no sense. In other words, Matrix Password 
allows users to encrypt their own passwords in the first place by filling out the characters in different ways. By considering 
both the length and the randomness of Matrix Password, we are confident that if combined with special characters, different 
encryption methods and coding sequences, Matrix Password may increase the effort of cracking the password significantly. 
In general, if the number of characters (excluding blanks) in a Matrix Password is equal to the number of squares in the 
matrix (i.e. a 3×3 Matrix has nine characters), the strength of the Matrix Password is no better than the traditional password 
of the same length. However, as shown in Figure 2, a nine digit traditional password (Ilovemilk) can be extended to a larger 
matrix, such as a sixteen digit Matrix Password (including the blanks or random system-assigned characters). This 
improvement definitely makes the brute-force attack much harder. Even if the characters contained in the Matrix Password 
are known, such as the example in Figure 2, theoretically, there will be 4,151,347,200 ( ×9!) combinations for the Matrix 
Password, compared to 362,880 (9!) combinations for a normal nine-digit password.  
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Ease of Use 
Creating multiple passwords may be as problematic as recalling them. Practically, it is almost impossible for users to create 
and remember a random password which contains 16 characters. However, by using Matrix Passwords, users can use any 
meaningful words that are easy to remember to create their passwords, without compromising the security of their passwords. 
Besides the length and the components of the passwords, we can use the Matrix Password to add another characteristic to 
passwords: the shape. Even if users reuse the same set of password characters, by simply changing the shape of the password, 
a totally different password can be generated (Figures 1 and 2).  
Another advantage of the Matrix Password is ease of recall. Once a user has several traditional passwords in use, especially 
when these passwords are reused or only slightly modified from each other, it is very likely that the user will confuse other 
passwords with the right one (Zhang et al. 2009). As suggested by Zhang et al., the interference effect (Roedigerand Karpicke 
2006) between multiple passwords can be a main reason of the failure of multiple-password retrieval, but interference 
alleviation methods can significantly improve multiple-password recall. Matrix Passwords provide the user unique ways to 
create and enter passwords in preferred shapes and sequences. When multiple passwords are needed, the sematic meaning of 
the password can remain the same; only the new characteristic of the password (the shape) will change. Theoretically, the 
shape of Matrix Password can act as an interference alleviation method to help users recall their passwords. Also, according 
to the Level of Processing effect, the semantic stimuli, visual stimuli and specificity of processing provided by Matrix 
Password can modify the depth of processing in order to increase the rate of successful recall. Therefore, the users may spend 
much less cognitive effort to memorize a new password.  
Because of the simple structure of the Matrix Password, switching from existing traditional passwords to Matrix Passwords is 
not complicated. The Internet service providers and website owners just need to simply change the password input frame into 
a matrix frame, and predefine the methods or the ways to code the Matrix Password (horizontally, vertically, etc.). The 
original encryption methods and databases may not need any modification. As a result, the security level of the websites will 
be increased significantly.  
Limitations and Future Research 
Matrix Passwords require users to fill in their passwords into a matrix instead of a single text box. Therefore, when using 
Matrix Passwords, users will need some extra effort to locate and select the squares in which they will fill in the password 
characters. Matrix Passwords can be very easy to remember, but it is not certain that users are willing to take a few more 
clicks or strokes to type in their passwords in the matrix. However, Adams and Sasse (1999) suggest that users can be 
motivated to behave in a secure manner as long as they perceive the need for these security behaviors. If users are convinced 
that Matrix Passwords are more secure and the information they want to protect is important, the little inconvenience should 
not be an obstacle for adopting the new method. 
One of the advantages of Matrix Passwords is that the password can have a special shape which can facilitate recall. However, 
if the matrix is too large, such as 10×10, users may have difficulty remembering or locating the right squares for filling the 
right characters. And, if users have multiple Matrix Passwords that are only differentiated by shape, it is not sure if these 
shapes will create interference effects for the corresponding passwords, or, in other words, users might confuse the different 
shapes associated with each of their Matrix Passwords. On the other hand, if the matrix is too small such as 2×2 or 3×3, the 
security difference of that versus a nine character password could be insignificant. Therfore, a matrix which is larger than 
3×3 and smaller than 10×10 is recommended. 
Discussion of this research is theoretical based. All the potential advantages and disadvantages of Matrix Passwords, such as 
the ideal size of the matrix, the strength to defend brute-force attacks, and the usability for end users, needs to be verified by 
future experimentation.  The experiment should provide a real-world scenario in which users will create several Matrix 
Passwords. The Matrix Passwords should then be examined by concurrent password-cracking tools and dictionaries. In 
addition, the users should be studied to verify how easy it is to recall their passwords.  
CONCLUSION 
Although there will never be absolute security on the Internet, we believe that one of the best ways to assure the information 
is to constantly improve the current security mechanisms. In this research we reviewed password problems on the Internet in 
the current stage. Matrix Passwords are proposed and discussed as a new method of password authentication. By analyzing 
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the features and limitations of Matrix Passwords, we hope that this method can solve the trade-off between the complexity 
and the ease of memorizing passwords in the future.  Any feedback on our research is welcomed. 
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